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Program Overview
The Henrico County Division of Fire CAD Passport provides real-time personnel accountability,
which bolsters firefighter safety, matches appropriate resources with community need, and
increases organizational awareness of those personnel involved in high-stress and traumatic
incidents.

Through the integration of available technology, tied to existing payroll and credentialing
databases, response units are now categorized by the training levels and abilities of personnel
to ensure the best resources are assigned to the community’s immediate need.

Fire-ground commanders can quickly assess personnel information and account for those
working in hazardous locations through a reliable and automated method. The information is
available in mobile environments and easily collected.

After high-stress incidents, the organization’s personnel greatly benefit from stress debriefing
and counseling. CAD Passport identifies the specific names and the roles of the staff present at
each critical incident, so they can participate in the debriefing process, if desired.

Problem/Challenge/Situation Faced by Locality
Henrico County Division of Fire found it difficult to accurately track personnel with specialized
training needed for infrequent, but critical medical incidents. Additionally, fire command staff
were unable to quickly and accurately to account for on-scene personnel by relying on the use
of an antiquated Velcro tag procedure. Quite often, accountability was absent as the manual tag
process contained too many variables for failure.
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The Division Leadership could not determine specific personnel locations on a particular fire
apparatus without a lengthy, involved process. Also, after critical incidents which may lead to
possible mental health implications, peer support personnel lacked a record of which staff
members were exposed to trauma.

How Program Fulfilled Awards Criteria
This in-house solution enhances the Division of Fire’s ability to provide efficient and effective
services to the community and increases the safety measures for the first responders. Being
able to select (in real-time) the most appropriate resources to meet a particular need improves
the Division's response capabilities. Finally, accountability of the firefighters and medics is
greatly increased on incidents, which significantly mitigates potential hazardous personnel
interactions on the fire-ground. CAD Passport provides life-saving benefits to the public and
sworn personnel

How Program Was Carried Out
Each individual assigned to one of 21 firehouses, administration sections, or training sections is
accounted for daily as to their respective professional capabilities and apparatus or area
assignment. More than 550 individuals are tracked 24 hours a day, and the data is archived.
Fire-ground Commanders have complete operational understanding of the personnel
assignments and locations. Additionally, this data creates opportunities for cancer risk reduction
through documentation of personnel assigned to incidents of high risk for exposure to
carcinogens, such as structure fires and hazardous materials incidents.

Financing and Staffing
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Only personnel time was used in the development, implementation, and sustainability of the
program. County IT developers, who develop software solutions and support multiple county
agencies, created the program during their normal workflow.
The data from which CAD Passport utilizes is pulled from existing databases within our
organization.

Program Results
CAD Passport now provides real-time personnel accountability, bolsters firefighter safety,
matches appropriate resources with the needs of the community, and increases organizational
awareness of those personnel involved in high-stress incidents.
The archived data will be useful in the future to help determine the experience of personnel over
a given time period. As an example, recruit firefighters requesting to be released as an
apparatus driver/operator, data can be assessed to understand how many incidents and hours
of experience occurred in a specific position. As an example of matching community need,
response units were experiencing an increased level of calls for service on January 25, 2017. At
one point, no ambulance units were available. A critical medical call was received, and the
dispatch system seamlessly chose the most appropriate fire truck to respond based on the
training and skills of available firefighters. In this instance, even though an ambulance was
delayed, service delivery to the patient was not affected.

Brief Summary
Developed in partnership with Henrico County’s Information Technology resources, in early
2017 the Division of Fire implemented an accountability and community impact program with
tangible outcomes. For three years, the Division worked with internal and external resources to
develop an accountability system that reflected best practices. In the years leading to the 2017
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implementation, several other systems were developed or updated to support the planned
implementation of CAD Passport.

The term “CAD” refers to Computer Aided Dispatch, the foundation system that allows unit
recommendations to emergency responses.

CAD Passport’s primary objectives included the following:


Fire Scene Accountability



Tracking Personnel with Specialized Medical Training



General Personnel Accountability on Fire Apparatus



Integration with 911 Dispatch to Match Resource to Community Need



Data Retention for Identifying Personnel for Critical Stress Debriefing

Full development and implementation of the CAD Passport program relied on a variety of
software elements to mature and align with existing systems. The puzzle pieces involved
updates to personnel records, timecard and leave data tools, dispatch software, and mobile
computers. Through almost three years of work on different pieces, the puzzle started to come
together to create the CAD Passport the organization uses today.

The supervisors of the more than fifty response units staffed each day update CAD Passport’s
personnel roster each morning. They are able to pick from a list of available personnel and
indicate their “riding assignment” for the day. As staffing changes throughout the shift, the roster
is updated to remain current. Shift commanders use the roster, almost hourly, to determine
current staffing and locate specific personnel.
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Since the CAD Passport program is tied to multiple systems personnel with specialized training
on the roster allows the response units to be dispatched according to their level of service.

CAD Passport - Accountability & Community Resource Tool
Main User Interface – Each Response Unit Requires Personnel Assignment

Sample Incident Response Record – CAD Interface for Real-time Updates – Personnel
Listed

Personnel pictures are available by incident to allow
commanders to know, by face, who is assigned to
incidents. Each incident is also listed with or without
images.

